
I. Project Identification 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 Name Phone Email 
Proposal Submitter    

Agency Head    

Agency IT Director    

Agency CFO    

OPM Budget Analyst    

Project Manager    

Executive Sponsor    

Agency LEAN 
Coordinator 

   

 

 
II. Project Details 

 

A. Project Dates 
 

Proposed Start Date Expected Completion Date Project Duration (months) 
   

 
 

B.   Project Description - Provide a brief high level summary of the project in plain English without technical jargon 
that also includes the purpose and importance of the project. This information will be used for reporting the 
project to the Governor, General Assembly and Connecticut Open Data website. 

 

 

Project Title 

Agency 



C.   Summary 
 

 
 

D. Business Goals. List up to 5 key business goals you have for this project, when (FY) the goal is 
expected to be achieved, and how you will measure achievement, Must have at least one. 
Please use action phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: "Reduce the 
Permitting process by 50%". In the Expected Result column, please explain what data you will use to 
demonstrate the goal is being achieved and any current metrics. 

 

Business Goal (Action Phase) Target FY for Goal Current Condition Expected Result 
    

    

    

    

    

Summary - Describe the high level summary of what needs to be implemented to complete the project  



E. Technology Goals. From a technical perspective, following the above example, list up to 3 key technology goals 
you have for this project and in which Fiscal Year (FY) the goal is expected to be achieved. Please use action 
phrases beginning with a verb to state each goal. Example: “Improve transaction response time by 10%". 

 

Technology Goal Target FY for Goal Current Condition Expected Result 
    

    

    



F. Priority Alignment. The criteria in this table, in concert with other factors, will be used to determine project 
priorities in the capital funding approval process. Briefly describe how the proposed projects will align with each 
criterion. 

 

Priority Criterion Y/N Explanation 
Is this project aligned with business 
and IT goals of your agency? 

  

Does this project reduce or prevent 
future increases to the agency’s 
operating budget? 

  

Will this project result in shared 
capabilities? 

  

Has the agency performed due 
diligence to determine if a 
solution that is currently being 
used by other state agencies or 
other states can be leveraged? 

  

Is this project being Co-developed 
through participation of multiple 
agencies? 

  



G. Organizational Preparedness. The criteria in this table will be used to determine project implementation capabilities, 
governance and commitment.  

 

Preparedness Criterion Explanation 
Describe the project 
management methodology, 
framework or process be used 
to assure successful delivery 
of the project? 

 

The State encourages agencies to 
consider using an incremental 
value approach for project delivery.  
Please indicate if this approach will 
be utilized and how or why it will 
not be utilized. 
 

 

The State requires an experienced 
project manager be assigned to the 
project. Please explain how the 
agency will meet this requirement. 

 

Explain the key milestones or 
activities that need to be 
completed as part of the project.  

 
 
 

Describe the level of 
commitment that senior 
management will provide to 
the project. 

 

Will, or has, the agency gone 
through a Lean process 
improvement initiative related to 
this project? 

 

How Is the agency prepared for and 
experienced in Vendor 
Management? 

 

Please indicate if the agency has 
provided up to date information on 
the Information Technology Project 
Portfolio and the Information 
Technology Application Portfolio 
SharePoint sites? 

 



Describe what procurement 
vehicles are expected for this 
project such as RFP, use of existing 
state contract, ITB, etc. 

 

How is the agency prepared to 
support this system once 
implemented (post-production 
support)?  Who will host the 
solution? 

 

 
 

H. Project Ramp Up. If capital funds are awarded for this project, how long will it take to ramp up? What are the 
key ramp-up requirements and have any off these already been started? For example, has a project manager 
been identified? Has an RFI been issued? Is a major procurement required such as an RFP? 

 
 

 

I. Post Production Support. Do you have the experienced staff with the proper training to sustain this initiative 
once it’s a production system? Do you anticipate having to hire additional staff to sustain this? What training 
efforts are expected to be needed to maintain this system? 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 



J. Financial Estimates. From IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet 
 

Estimated Total 
Development Cost 

Estimated total 
Capital Funding 
Request 

Estimated Annual 
Operating Cost 

One Time Financial 
Benefit 

Recurring Annual 
Financial Benefit 

     
Explanation of Estimates 

 

Assumptions: Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costs 
 



III. Expanded Business Case 
 
 
 

A. Statutory/Regulatory Mandates. 1) Cite and describe federal and state mandates that this project in intended 
to address. 2) What would be the impact of non-compliance? 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

B. Primary Beneficiaries.  Who will benefit from this project (citizens, businesses, municipalities, other 
state agencies, staff in your agency, other stakeholders) and in what way?  Please be specific.

 

 
 
 

Important: 

- If you have any questions or need assistance completing the form please contact Jim Hadfield or John Vittner 
- Once you have completed the form and the IT Capital Investment Fund Financial Spreadsheet please e-mail 

them to Jim Hadfield and John Vittner. 
 

John Vittner, (860) 418-6432; John.Vittner@ct.gov 
Jim Hadfield, (860) 418-6438; Jim.Hadfield@ct.gov 

Statutory / Regulatory Mandates: 

Impact of non-compliance: 
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	Connecticut Open Data website: The eWage Project would implement a cloud hosted, browser based, highly configurable COTS case and document management system for Connecticut Department of Labor's (CTDOL) Wage & Workplace Standards Division (WWSD). WWSD has jurisdiction over the laws and regulations in employer-employee relationships. Unlike today, users only need a web browser to access eProsecutor and Public Portal from desktops, laptops, smartphones, and tablet devices.  Customers who previously filed complaints via fax or paper would now access eFiling or ePayment to file a complaint or make a payment. WWSD currently receive and respond to claims filed by applying a paper based process with Access databases. This new system would capture, manage, store, report, and centralize business information to keep data current, accurate and quality controlled. Current workflow processes are self-contained within 12 antiquated Microsoft Access databases, dating back to 2003, primarily used as a "view only" tool and very restrictive in nature. Much of their work, including sensitive reports, resides in paper files. This new solution would allow better utilization of resources, eliminate waste, deliver services to customers with efficiency, while gaining greater data security. 
	Summary Describe the high level summary of this project in plain English without technical jargonRow1: The state approved selected contractor, Journal Technologies, Inc. (JTI),  would configure and implement a COTS eProsecutor case management solution, thereby creating an efficient process for Wage & Workplace agents to electronically submit case reports and would give customers access to eFiling and ePayment. This system would be hosted in the cloud.        
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	3: [FY18]
	4: [FY18]
	5: 
	0: 
	0: [FY18]
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	Current ConditionRow1: Large paper based files must be maintained for regulatory compliance and accessed for customer requests, wait time to access the current databases can take as long as 15 minutes per request for information  
	Expected ResultRow1: Eliminate paper files, creating immediate electronic access to case files. More efficient use of resources, greatly reducing overall computer wait time up to 8 hours a day, estimated savings of $78,000/yr  
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow2: Create 50 % faster response to business needs.  
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow3: Reduce costs-mailing, employee input, postage, processing    
	Current ConditionRow3: Presently information received and mailings must be processed by clerical first before agents receive it. An average 25 to 30 hours a week is spent on data entry, including the replication of information  
	Expected ResultRow3: With the new system, agents and investigators will be able to obtain all the information without clerical input. $40,000/yr could be saved by reducing data entry needs, reductions in postage and materials   
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow4: Create standardized, consistent reporting and increase collections   
	Current ConditionRow4: Each staff member uses their own case/business process, creating an under-standardized method of reporting, up to 20 hrs  day inefficient lost time. Collections are now manual, by mail and in person.         
	Expected ResultRow4: New system requires agents follow standard eProsecutor case mgnt, $156,000/yr saved from efficiencies. Wage and penalty pmts accepted by ePayment would increase collections, $194,000/yr saved.  
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow5: Promote efficiency and improve customer service
	Expected ResultRow5: Contained electronic files will allow customers to be serviced quickly and reduce manual case file maintenance, savings of $31,000/yr, while greatly reducing the risk for sensitive data to be breached     
	Current ConditionRow5: With state requirements of documents that must be maintained, case files are large and cumbersome, while subjecting customers' sensitive information to security risk  
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow8: Reduces errors and increase accountability through case tracking
	Current ConditionRow8: Presently unable to track up-to-date progress on case files 
	Expected ResultRow8: Uniform and consistent updating and reporting for current cases  
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow7: Remote access to case management and database system
	Priority: 
	0: [Yes]
	1: [Yes]
	2: [Yes]
	3: [Yes]
	4: 
	0: [No]


	ExplanationIs this project reduce or prevent future increases to the agencys operating budget: It is expected that the case management system will reduce agency expenditures; less storage, less paper, less travel, more efficient use of resources      
	Explanationhas the agency performed due diligence: Other Connecticut state agencies currently use, or are currently implementing, a similar eCourt product through JTI.    
	identified Has an RFI been issued Is a major procurement required such as an RFP: A project manager has been identified. WWSD has been working with a vendor, Journal Technologies, Inc., (JTI), for their eProsecutor case and management product for this project.        
	Postproductionsupport: Qualified DOL IT resources have been allocated to support this project post implementation. There is no need to hire additional staff to sustain the new case management system. The vendor will provide customized user and support training sessions for the successful hand off to DOL for ongoing maintenance and support. The system will also be hosted in the cloud. There will be an eProsecutor Subscription License fee which will also provide Maintenance, Support, Updates and Upgrades fully warranted.      
	Estimated Total Development CostRow1: 622006
	Assumptions Please list key assumptions you are using to estimate project development and implementation costsRow1: 
	Estimated total Capital Funding RequestRow1: 330000
	Estimated Annual Operating CostRow1: 77300
	One Time Financial BenefitRow1: 
	Recurring Annual Financial BenefitRow1: 499000
	Explanation of EstimatesRow1: Total development cost is composed of $292,006 in special revenue funds allocated to CTDOL to project resource costs and a Capital fund request of $330,000 to cover the vendor development costs. 

Estimated annual operating cost is composed of the annual maintenance and support cost and the annual hosting cost.   

Recurring annual financial benefits generated by moving from an inefficient manual collections process to a much more efficient  
ePayment collections process that increases the number of wage and penalty collections processed on an annual basis. Further benefits    include an increase to agent productivity by drastically reducing the manual paper case file management. Annual savings in supplies is   also realized by moving to an electronic case mangement system.     
	Statutory  Regulatory MandatesRow1: Although there is no specific federal or state mandate that this project is intended to address, many areas will benefit from the efficiencies made as a result. With increased productivity and streamlined services of claims resolution to claimants and employers, investigative statutes, FOIA, and record retention policies will be positively impacted. Results would include:Streamlining the FOIA requests and record retention policies with built-in controls to monitor these state mandated time frames.Quicker employer response time and better quality responses, resulting in quicker wage payments and more accurate decisions.Customer and business friendly, which is in line with the current state business development plan to have a more cohesive relationship with employers by reducing audit periods while increasing communication and response time frames.Reduction of paper and file storage will increase savings to the state, while lowering the risk for data breach.  
	Impact of noncomplianceRow1: Increased time and cost to the state by maintaining paper files and multiple database sources for information.Less effective case management resulting in an increase in man hours per claim filed, and a reduction of actual revenue collected. Slower processing time and managing of the cases from start to finish.  Storage of claim files per record retention and FOIA statutes will continue to be maintained by paper and in storage facilities.Continue to track cases using an antiquated Access database system, which has reached its potential and does not provide adequate storage and capabilities needed for the future. 
	state agencies staff in your agency other stakeholders and in what way: Connecticut employers will have a quicker resolution of a claim filed against their business. Claimants will be provided a quicker resolution to their claim filed and wages collected. 
Department employees will benefit from having the information needed to complete a claim in one case management source and ability to complete cases within this system from the field. DOL will benefit monetarily as efficiencies gained will allow agents to increase case work, thereby increasing money recouped.
	ExplanationIs this project aligned with business and IT goals of your agency: Improve employee accountability and improve case tracking management, using up to date technology, generating better customer service 
	ExplanationWill this project result in shared capabilities: Internal sharing of case information
	ExplanationIs this project being Codeveloped through participation of multiple agencies: Although not directly, we will be reaching out to other CT state agencies that currently use this system or are currently implementing it.   

	RFPexistingcontractITBetc: 
	0: The vendor, Journal Technologies, Inc., (JTI), was selected from an existing state contract list of approved contractors. 

	Howsupportingonceimplemented: The system will be cloud hosted. JTI and DOL will support the solution. DOL Business and IT resources will be trained as System Administrators to configure templates and searches, manage issues and users, modify screens. manage workflows and assignments, create reports, and manage lookup lists post implementation. IT resources have been included in all project activity to date and will follow the various stages through the life cycle of the project.      
	Willthisapproachbeutilized: The RAD Methodology uses the incremental value approach.  The system would use iterations to convert the Access data into a single System database. Also, the system would be deployed in phases, ensuring the solution is refined accordingly and delivered efficiently.        
	Describeprojectmethodology: This project will follow the State's System Development Methodology, four phase Rapid Application Development (SDM RAD). The first phase, "Planning", would develop a scope for the configuration based on an understanding of the business requirements. The second phase, "Configuration", would configure the workflows. It includes iterative cycles used to build and refine the data conversion process. The third phase, "Go-Live", deploys the system in phases. Forth Phase being "Project Closure".         
	Isanexperiencedprojectmanagerassigned: The DOL Project Manager assigned to this undertaking has worked closely with vendors on previous projects, has developed a good working relationship with the vendor, JTI, for this project, while successfully coordinating all of the current activities, fulfilling agency expectations.  
	Explainkeymilestonesoractivities: A Configuration Plan will be developed by understanding workflow processes, with active instruction and training to allow WWSD to configure and maintain the system. Access data will be converted using a Data Conversion Process where converted data will be reviewed and verified through a series of five iterative cycles. The system will then be implemented by following a Deployment Plan where the system is deployed in phases, in a live capacity.          
	Levelofcommittmentthatwillbeprovided: In following the System Development Methodology, the agency has put together a Project Steering Committee (PSC) consisting of DOL agency directors and leaders, which will govern the project.    
	Hastheagencytriedtoleanthis: BEST and Lean Government staff created data flow diagrams, based on business workflows, to help meet the future needs of the Wage and Workplace Standards Division.   
	HastheagencytriedtoleanthispriortobecomingandITproject: DOL has worked extensively and successfully with vendors in the past. Some examples of past productive relationships with vendors include: Integrity Software, M1A, SIDES, and IIC.   
	HasuptodateinformationbeenprovidedonITprojectportfolio: The agency will optimize a project specific eWage SharePoint site, which will house up-to-date phase related documents, to be updated regularly.    
	Current Condition2: The cumulative necessary action steps required to process a case is time consuming, can take up to 6 months to respond to a claim filed due to inefficient case file processes. Long overall response time   
	Expected Result2: With the ability to access cases, receive correspondence by electronic methods, action time on case files should be reduced by half.  Customers can be serviced efficiently, including important FOIA response
	Business Goal Action PhaseRow6: Compile multiple databases to one source 
	Current ConditionRow7: Presently the current databases are only available internally therefore limiting field agent accessibility
	Expected ResultRow7: Each agent will be able to access case files from remote locations
	Expected ResultRow6: One database source for information collection and storage 
	Current ConditionRow6: Presently we have 12 outdated Access databases, each with limited capabilities 


